Kickapoo Visions
Celebrating 15 Years of Land and Water Stewardship in the Greater Kickapoo Valley Region
Spring 2015

Happy Birthday, VSN!
Greetings, Valley Stewardship Network Members and Friends! We invite
you to join us at our new Conservation Connections collaborative office
space at 110 S. Main St. in Viroqua for our 15th Anniversary
Celebration, Art Show and Raffle Drawing on Friday, May 1st from
4-9 pm. Paul Fairchild and friends will share their lively music, Anne
Tedeschi’s art show will open on our gallery wall, and we will raffle the 10
ft. Prodigy Kayak, overnight stay at Nature Nooks Retreat and a case of
Szczutkowski Orchards organic applesauce.
VSN is honored to be selected as pledge partner for WDRT’s Spring Pledge
Drive this April 20-26 — Earth Week! Thanks, WDRT!
As we celebrate our 15th Anniversary all year, we hope you join us for the
workshops and events detailed in the inserted flyer. Please take a few
minutes to respond to our survey (enclosed or online at http://tinyurl.com/
vsn2015survey). We value your input!
Also, stop by Conservation Connections to check out the tools, resources
and information for the conservation of water, woods and prairie. More
than 200 folks attended our Grand Opening Event in November! We find
many collaboration opportunities with our office partners, Kickapoo Woods
Cooperative and The Prairie Enthusiasts. Landowners stop in with
questions for each of the three organizations, and community members and
visitors enjoy our educational displays, maps, and resources.
During this special anniversary time, we honor the vision and pioneering
efforts of the Valley Stewardship Network founders and express our sincere
thanks for the support of our dedicated members, partners and volunteers
over the years. We look forward to carrying on VSN’s work of connecting
community with land and water stewardship for many years in the future!

Shelly Brenneman, Executive Director

Letter from the Chair
“Conservation Connections,” our office collaboration with
Kickapoo Woods Cooperative and The Prairie Enthusiasts,
officially opened last fall and is providing the synergies we were
hoping for. Our organizations learn from each other, and many
folks stop in for information, so community and visitor contacts
are growing.
Valley Stewardship Network’s role as a reference and
resource hub for all those interested in conservation and
stewardship continues. Of course, this requires trained staff,
money, and time. We need your help to make this happen.

From these areas, runoff often carries pollutants in the form of
soil and excess nutrients and these contribute to problems in our
streams and rivers. VSN has become more involved in
monitoring phosphorous levels in select streams. The goal is to
identify and demonstrate the benefits of wise land management
practices, like buffer strips, grass water ways, constructed cattle
stream crossings etc., in reducing nutrient runoff. Inspired by this
same desire to help protect water quality, we have continued our
involvement in rotational grazing education and outreach as well.

Valley Stewardship Network looks forward to another productive
spring and summer and to offering area residents workshop
Water quality and the training of citizen water quality monitors
opportunities to learn and become involved. Please make plans to
continue to be core efforts. However, because we realize that
attend one or more of the workshops outlined in the inserted
water quality cannot be separated from land use practices, we are
flyer. And, save the date for our membership meeting and play
reaching beyond an emphasis solely on measuring water quality.
day on August 29th.
Water quality conservation efforts everywhere are now focusing
Tom Lukens, VSN Board Chair
on land use practices in what are referred to as “the uplands”.
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VSN Welcomes New and Returning Board Members
Sara Martinez Returns to the Board!

Lori Martin, New Board Member
Lori and her husband Ed were drawn here in the late 1990s, when
they were searching for a weekend and (ultimately) retirement
property. Instead, they made a permanent move and raised their two
children in this location…one of the best decisions they ever made!
Lori was known as her dad’s fishing buddy and bit of a tomboy
while growing up in Erie, PA. She gained a deep appreciation, if
not reverence, for Lake Erie and the outdoors, in those formative
years. In college she majored in Paper Science and Engineering,
then spent about ten years working in the paper industry. After staying home for a few
years to manage her
household, she went
back to school for
teaching certification.
She currently teaches
science at Kickapoo
H.S. in Viola, WI. Additionally, she and her
husband transitioned a
neglected conventional
apple orchard to organic. This is how they
came to produce their
delectable
“Szczutkowski Orchard” applesauce. (Enter the VSN “Float your
Boat” raffle for a chance to win a whole case!)
Lori got involved with VSN when her chemistry class had the opportunity to participate in the citizens monitoring program on part
of the Kickapoo River that borders school property. She works hard
to pay forward her appreciation and love for the environment and
community, through classroom/outdoor activities, organic farming,
and becoming involved with local/sustainable practices in general.
She believes that everyone can make a difference if given the opportunity. She is excited to be part of the VSN team! 

Nicole Penick
VSN Board

Sara Martinez and her spouse, Matthew Urch, have made
rural Vernon County their home since 2001. Their first of
two sons was born just a month after the couple moved to
their ridge top farm. A couple years later they seeded a
small grassfed
beef cattle herd,
which they tended
for nearly a decade.
Sara earned her
B.A. at Carleton
College, where
she completed her
comprehensive
paper on the developing concept
of sustainable
agriculture. She went on to become a registered nurse and
earn her master’s in Occupational Health Nursing Administration with an emphasis on farmworker health from UCSan Francisco. Sara has worked in community and public
health nursing since 1996.
Sara joined Valley Stewardship Network in 2007. She was
drawn to the VSN because of its ability to effectively engage the community, bolster democratic activity, and provide practical tools to anyone with a stake in maintaining
and improving our water quality.
Sara was a founder of the VSN’s Food and Farm Initiative,
and she served on its steering committee for five years. She
also served on the VSN board for two of those years. Sara
is happy to be a part of this local organization’s leadership
team, joining its dedicated and dynamic board, staff and
volunteers to help promote positive watershed-based land
management in Wisconsin’s Driftless Area. 

Having lived in the Kickapoo Watershed since 2008, I feel a deep sense
of gratitude for being able to raise my family in a small rural community
surrounded by the beauty of forests, streams and the Kickapoo River. I
enjoy cooking delicious food produced by the many small family farms
in the region. So, it's important to me to address threats to the cleanliness
of our water, woods and productive, healthy soils. This led me to take on
the coordination of VSNs Food and Farming Initiative in 2009, and it's
what leads me back to VSN to serve on the board today.

Through my work at Organic Valley and my education in Earth Literacy
and Community Leadership and Development I have deepened my understanding of our interdependency with nature and the power of cooperation. I am in awe of the beauty that surrounds us in the Driftless and the history of the many cultures who have lived here since humans first walked on this land. I am committed to the stewardship, protection and care of this watershed so that future generations can live, work and play here. I am proud to be part of an organization at the forefront of stewardship work that embodies earth-based values and an important mission. 
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New Faces at VSN
Jerry Pedretti, Bookkeeper

Christie French Homstad
New VSN Water Action Volunteer Coordinator
Growing up in Carroll County, Maryland, I had the good fortune
to know both the Chesapeake Bay and the state’s wonderful rolling farmlands. No summer went by without steamed crabs and
fresh local tomatoes for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Later I moved around, but never strayed far from the Atlantic
Ocean. I even logged some time living on a boat in the IntraCoastal Waterway in Beaufort, South Carolina. In Beaufort my
mother introduced me to Larry, and we married a year later-which is how I landed in the Midwest. Larry and I both worked
in Minneapolis, and I earned my B.S. in Social Work and Masters of Education at the College of St. Catherine in St. Paul.
I decided to become involved in VSN after hearing a short yet
captivating talk Shelly gave in 2014. I also volunteer because I
know we are fortunate in Wisconsin to have access to 15,000
inland lakes, 12,600 perennial rivers and streams, 5.3 million
acres of wetlands, and 1.2 quadrillion gallons of groundwater by
way of four major aquifers and the Great Lakes. I feel that
spending time to preserve our water sources is the least I can do!
Christie will be working with current WAV coordinator Vicki
Ramsay this year and will step into the role fully in 2016. We
thank both Vicki and Christie for their dedication! 

Picture Yourself Here
VSN depends on
financial donations
and volunteer support
from people like you.
Here are a few ways you can help right now:
Displays  Art Exhibits  Event Photography
Office Help  Newsletter Layout
Educational Programs  Water Quality Monitoring
Displays  Art Exhibits  Event Photography

Become a Member  Make A Donation

This January we welcomed
Jerry Pedretti to our staff as VSN
bookkeeper. Jerry is a sixthgeneration Vernon County native.
He was born and raised in Genoa,
Wisconsin, where he lives with
Connie, his wife of 25 years, and
their son Stephen, a 7th grader at
Aquinas Middle School. The
family home offers a view of the
Mississippi River and the bluffs of
Minnesota. (However, Jerry is a
Packer fan!)
Jerry has been in bookkeeping for over 30 years. In addition to
VSN, Jerry works with our Conservation Connections officemates, The Prairie Enthusiasts. He also serves as Clerk for the
Towns of Genoa and Wheatland and is co-owner of the Kwik
Stop in Genoa. The rare moments Jerry isn’t working he spends
outdoors and likes to ride his motorcycle to faraway places. He
says, “Every day that I don’t learn something new is a day
wasted.”
VSN thanks Joy Vietinghoff and Christy Bankes of Accounting
and Tax Service for their generous in-kind professional
contributions over this past year. Christy and Joy will continue to
help with quarterly filing and certain periodic accounting tasks.


Angie Bernstein, Communications Manager
Angie attended VSN's Kickapoo Conversations in 2003 as a
Kickapoo newcomer, and that experience helped her appreciate
that she had moved to a really special place. After several years
spreading the good word about healthy food and farming at Organic Valley, she is now promoting stewardship with the
“Network.”
Angie served on
the VSN board in
2007-2008 and is
glad to be back on
the scene. She is
amazed at all the
projects in the region VSN has
helped bring to
fruition over the
years, and is excited about Conservation Connections
as a home of more
creative collaborations for community stewardship! 
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VSN’s Grazing and Water Quality Research at Bear Creek Farm
In the Spring of 2014, VSN initiated a new targeted water quality research project “Linking Science with Stewardship: Integrating VSN’s Water Quality Program with the Kickapoo Grazing
Initiative.” This project received the highest ranking for all 2014
WI DNR River Planning Grants. It is also funded by Trout Unlimited, the Wallace Foundation, and
more recently through Mississippi
Valley Conservancy with their
McKnight Foundation funds for the
Kickapoo Watershed Project.
VSN cooperated with five area farmers
to conduct “pre and post land use”
water quality monitoring from AprilNovember 2014. These farms are located in the north, central and southern
reaches on the Kickapoo River Watershed. VSN staff and WAV volunteers
collected temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, turbidity, and
phosphorus data on several sites on each farm. These stream
monitoring sites were located pre, mid, and post land uses that
included row crops, continuous grazing, rotational grazing, fallow pasture and pollinator habitat. Data collected serve as measurements that farmers can use to more effectively manage their
cropping and pasture systems to protect water quality.

Bear Creek Farm, near La Farge, is one of the 2014 project sites
where VSN will continue water quality and habitat monitoring in
2015. Bear Creek Farm is owned by the Lowell Rheinheimer and
David Moss families, and is also the new campus for the Driftless Folk School (www.driftlessfolkschool.org). The property is
comprised of 118 acres of rolling
pastures, organic gardens, trout
stream habitats, rugged woodlands
and rare prairie and oak opening
communities. The land is managed
with a vision for sustainable land use
and hands-on education. A conservation easement with Mississippi Valley Conservancy is planned for the
property and will show how permanent conservation can include both
working farmland and wildlife habitat protection.
In partnership with Bear Creek Farm, the Driftless Folk School
and the Kickapoo Grazing Initiative, VSN is coordinating the
Grazing Systems for Healthy Driftless Trout Streams workshop which will feature ways that grass-based, productive agriculture can support land and water conservation and protection
of trout streams. See workshop insert for details. 

Special Workshop Opportunity with Cindy Ramseyer
Author of “Reading the Driftless Landscape”
This spring VSN will be hosting two workshops based on the
handbook “Reading the Driftless Landscape.” Authored by
Cindy Ramseyer and Carroll Schaal, the book is an informative
and inspirational resource for those with an interest in protecting
native biodiversity who are considering a management planning
process for their properties.
Part primer to the natural and cultural history of the Driftless
Area and part land management plan development, the Reading
the Driftless Landscape workshop series is designed to help
landowners understand the surrounding landscape’s influence on
their property and how it informs their goals for land management. Check out the workshop flyer in this newsletter for details,
dates and registration info.

Cindy Ramseyer: Author and Workshop Leader
Cindy Ramseyer works with landowners to provide land management recommendations and conduct native plant inventories
and forest health surveys. Prior to moving to Wisconsin, Cindy
worked in the Great Plains and Lower Midwest providing invasive species and botanical surveys for different state and federal
agencies.

Cindy found her botanic calling following a “conversion experience” while mountain biking in Maine, when she realized the
world of green hues had names! She decided to make “learning
as many of the names of my green friends as I could” a life goal.
This led to a B.S. from Rutgers in Conservation Ecology and an
M.S. in Forestry w/an Ecology focus from the University of
Missouri, and subsequently, to many interesting adventures.
In the past 20 years, Cindy has worked for The Nature Conservancy, the National Park Service, the US Forest Service, the State
of Missouri and numerous private landowners. From botanizing
amongst the buffalo to searching for endemic plants hanging
from a rope on the bluffs of the Ozark Mountains to coping with
rattlesnakes in the Nebraska short grass prairie, she has dedicated herself to exploring ideas in ecology, land management and
stewardship. Cindy has been studying the savannas, prairies, and
forests of Wisconsin’s Driftless region since 2007.
Those interested in learning more about Cindy’s work will have
two excellent opportunities by attending the “Reading the Driftless Landscape” workshops on April 11 and/or June 20. Cindy’s
book is free with course registration; copies are also available
through the VSN office, Conservation Connections.
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Welcome, Aspiring Master Naturalists!
From March through May 2015, Valley Stewardship Network
and the Kickapoo Valley Reserve (KVR) are hosting a Wisconsin Master Naturalist Volunteer Training Course.
The Wisconsin Master Naturalist Program (WIMN) is modeled
after similar programs in 25 states that have been designed to
meet the growing number of citizens who are passionate about
conserving natural resources, engaging in active and meaningful
citizen science and providing environmental education. The program is a 40-hour series of classes and field trips encompassing
an expansive curriculum set by the WIMN Statewide Office.
The topics covered include: Geology, Ecology, Plant Communities, Wildlife, Interpretation, Water, Aquatic Plants & Animals,
and Human Impacts. 22 students are meeting weekly at the KVR
to learn about WIMN topics, local flora and fauna and explore
the environment that makes our area so beautiful and unique.

ness could become a part of the WI Master Naturalist program.
While the current class at the KVR is full, we hope to offer the
Wisconsin Master Naturalist Training again in the future. If you
are interested in making your volunteer work more meaningful
by becoming a Master Naturalist, we encourage you to find another WIMN training in a convenient location and then perform
your service hours locally. Up-to-date information about WIMN
courses statewide can be found here:
https://www.wimasternaturalist.org/upcoming-volunteer-courses
Whether you are WIMN certified or not, there are many
places who would love your help. Contact the KVR or VSN for
current volunteer opportunities in citizen science, stewardship
and education in a forest, river or field near you! 

Instructors: Paul Hayes, Shelly Brenneman,
Jonel Kiesau and Vicki Ramsay
Our instructors have more than a century of combined environmental stewardship and teaching experience. Spearheading the
program is Paul Hayes, a veteran high school science teacher
with a MS in Biology. He has field experience in water quality
monitoring and prairie establishment. He is currently working on
an ambitious project of creating wildlife inventories on his land
and for the Kickapoo Valley Reserve. Shelly Brenneman, Executive Director of VSN has a BS in Environmental Interpretation
and a MS in Sustainable Agriculture and brings experience in
hands-on environmental education for young children through
adults in the Midwest, Colorado, Alaska and Costa Rica. Jonel
Kiesau worked as a USGS field biologist in Alaska and Mexico
for several years before becoming the Education Coordinator at
the Kickapoo Valley Reserve, where she has happily been connecting people with nature for the last 15 years. Vicki Ramsay is
a WI certified Broadfield Sciences and Environmental Education
teacher and has taught environmental education at the KVR and
Biology and Chemistry at Youth Initiative High School for the
last 10 years.
Thank you to the Wisconsin DNR
With the aid of a Wisconsin Citizen-based Monitoring Partnership Program grant from the WI-DNR, most of our participants
were able to receive partial grants for the $250 course fee which
includes all educational materials. Course participants are required to complete a Capstone Project representing one of their
areas of interest.
Maintaining Wisconsin Master Naturalist Certification
Following the training, each naturalist volunteer must complete
40 hours of service and 8 hours of advanced training to maintain
certification each year. With individualized tracks in Environmental Education/Interpretation, Stewardship and Citizen Science, the Wisconsin Master Naturalist Program is designed to
help lifelong learners become honored and active participants in
conserving Wisconsin’s natural resources.
Anyone who is interested in helping preserve natural habitat,
keep valuable scientific data and promote environmental aware-

Remembering Barbara Schieffer
This February, the land lost a dedicated steward, Barbara
Schieffer. Barb was the first Kickapoo Watershed Coordinator, and was instrumental in VSN's formation. She is even
credited with coining the name, Valley Stewardship Network.
She moved away more than a decade ago, but she is vividly
remembered for her contributions and her strong feelings
about the sacredness of nature. Remembering her, a
long-time VSN member said, "There was no more
enthusiastic supporter of the environment."
VSN founder Kathy Fairchild describes Barb as a
“sweetheart” with a smile that could light up a room,
and often did. She will be missed.
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Thank You to Our New and Renewing Members

February 2014—January 2015

Phil & Kathy Aaker
Marcia Halligan & Steve Adams
Ben & Julee Agar
Marty Albertson
Donna Amelse
Scott Anderson
Susan Johnson & Dan Arnold
Paul Bergquist & Carole Austin
Daniel Badtke
David & Diane Banner
Morris Barazani
Neil & Mary Bard
Jeffrey Bartynski
Terry & Jean Beck
Lars & Corina Bergan
Philothea Bezin
Jean Birkett
Sarah Bratnober
Harriet Behar & Aaron Brin
Kurt & Nancy Buer
Colleen Carroll
Steve & Mary Christenson
Barb & Ed Christie
Michael & Brenda Corr
Mary Jo Croake
Mary Lee & Lloyd Croatt
Dancing Waters Permaculture Co-op
John Danforth
Robert Danielson
Hank & Judy Deutsch
Jane Keeley & Kevin Dohse
Roberta DuCharme
Jim Dworschack
Echo Valley Hope
Jim & Kathy Eckstein
Marta Engel
Joseph Dhara & Marianne Fieber
Renee Gabrielse
Jerry & Karee Gander
Rebecca Comeau & Robert Goonin
Ellen Brooks & Dave Hackett
Tracy & Victoria Hames
Chuck & Gwen Hatfield
Fred Hausler
Paul & Bernadette Hayes
Karen Hermsen
Laura Hewitt
Bill & Deb Hiller
Julie & Gil Hoel
John & Rita Hoffmann
Mary Benson & Ed Holahan

Sue Noble
Josh, Susan & Isaac Northington
Robert Oettinger
Kathy O'Rourke
Cavan Fang & Kristen Parrott
Kathleen Patton
Barry & Susan Paull
Pete & Nora Knapik
Carol Peterson
Joni Moran Peterson
Harry & Sylvia Peterson
Susan & Russell Pope
Colleen Kinsey & Bill Putze
Jerry & Liz Quebe
Jan Rasikas
Judith Reno
Kathleen Crittenden & Kelvin Rodolfo
Audrey & John Rosenheim
Justin & Richard Running
Patricia Rubasch
Pam Saunders
Stephen Shellman
Robert Shellman
Mary Helen Shortridge
George Siemon
Richard Smith
Rice & Jenny Spann
Brad & Carolyn Steinmetz
Donald & Mary Stirling
Ted Glasbrenner & Jenifer Strand
John & Anne Tedeschi
Jeff Teel
Deb Conlon & Ric Thill
Gary Thompson
Dewey & Marjorie Thompson
Sara Martinez & Matt Urch
Dana & Bob Van Hoesen
Tom & Connie Vanderhyden
Sue Veres
Joy Vietinghoff
Viroqua Area Foundation
Greg & Elizabeth Wahl
James & Julie Wedeberg
Michael West
Tom & Danelle Weston
Jeff Gilardi & Lisa White
Michael Olson & MaryAnn Wolters
Rosalind Woodward
Andrea Haugo & Thomas Wyse
Ray & Dorothy Young
Janice Zimmerman

Peter & Jane Holzhauer
Larry & Christie Homstad
Monique & Phillip Hooker
Robert Horwich
David Hough
Jonathon & Suzanne Howe
Cyndy & Joy Hubbard
The Hughes Family
Steven Hanson & Sue Hulsether
Tim & Lisa Jacobson
Ilene Pestcoe & Rikardo Jahnke
Forest Jahnke
Krista Jautz
Lynn Johansen
Evan Jones & Joel Johnson
Marjorie Jurgensen
Michael & Pamela Kalinosky
Nan Marshall & Jim Kangas
John & Maureen Karlstad
Jan Kasperbauer
Dion Kempthorne
John & Andrea Kenny
Tamara Dean & David Klann
Amy Klusmeier
Patricia DeMark-Knower &
Charles Knower
Jack Knowles
Lindsay Knudsvig
Ron Wagner & Cindy Kohles
Mark & Sue Konrath
Bernie Kopera
Roger & Phyllis Krause
Peg La Martina
Patricia Lang
Elizabeth Lange
Glenn & Barbara Lepley
Michael & Bernadette Link
Maggie Jones & David Linton
Kristine Logan
Douglas Lueck
Tom Lukens
Theresa Marquez
Pat & Roger Martin
Lori & Edward Martin
Edward & Barbara Martinez
Natalie & Jerry McIntire
Brian McKnight
Dave Ware & Tamsen Morgan
Bill & Barbara Motlong
Anne Hayes & Daniel Mountjoy
Mark & Sharon Nash
Eric Newman
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MAJOR DONORS
Organic Valley
Gundersen Health System
BUSINESS MEMBERS
Accounting & Tax Service
of Viroqua
Citizens First Bank
Inn at Lonesome Hollow
Kickapoo Coffee Roasters
Nature Nooks Retreat
Nature's International
Certification Services
Running, Inc.
Szczutkowski Orchards
Tapestry Yoga Center
Three Rivers Outdoors
Village Green House
Viroqua Food Cooperative
Whereabouts Marketing
FOUNDATIONS
Paxam Foundation
Stry Foundation
Viroqua Area Foundation
In Memory of

Jerry Gabrielse
Renee Gabrielse
In Memory of

Lowell Hubbard
Cyndy & Joy Hubbard
In Memory of

Ernst Lubbe
Carol Peterson
In Memory of

James P. Maish
My Grandfather and
Conservation Hero

In Memory of Ben Logan
Audrey & John Rosenheim
Barry and Susan Paull
Bill and Barbara Motlong
Brian McKnight
Cyndy & Joy Hubbard
Dana and Bob Van Hoesen
Deb Conlon and Ric Thill
Dion Kempthorne
Douglas Lueck
Ellen Brooks & Dave Hackett
Ilene Pestcoe and Rikardo Jahnke
James & Julie Wedeberg
Jane Keeley & Kevin Dohse
Jean Birkett
Jeff Teel
John and Anne Tedeschi
Joni Moran Peterson
Josh, Susan, and Isaac
Northington
Kathleen Patton
Krista Jautz
Kristine Logan
Kurt and Nancy Buer
Lindsay Knudsvig
Marjorie Jurgensen
Mark and Sue Konrath
Marta Engel
Michael West
Organic Valley
Patricia Lang

Mervin & Mary Brandt
Joseph Brandt
In Honor of

Kathy Fairchild
Steve & Mary Christensen
In Honor of

Jerry Gander
Dr. Jenna & Terry Sebranek
In Honor of

Mark Nash
Marty Albertson

Once you have lived on the land, been a partner with its moods, secrets, and seasons, you
cannot leave. The living land remembers,
touching you in unguarded moments, saying,
“I am here. You are part of me.”
Ben Logan, “The Land Remembers”
Peter and Jane Holzhauer
Ray and Dorothy Young
Robert Shellman
Scott Anderson
Stephen Shellman
Tim and Lisa Jacobson
Tom and Connie Vanderhyden

Valley Stewardship Network shares in mourning the community’s loss of a
local treasure, author Ben Logan. Ben served on the advisory board for VSN, and carried
the conservation ethic throughout his work and life. We are grateful for Ben’s support of
our mission over the years, and honored to be acknowledged in his memory.
May his spirit of stewardship live on in our work!

Shelly Brenneman & Family
In Honor of
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15th Anniversary Celebration,
Art Show and Raffle Drawing

Friday May 1st 4 - 9 pm
Conservation Connections
Paintings by Anne Tedeschi
Raffle Drawing at 6:30—Win this Kayak
or other fabulous prizes!
Light refreshments and merriment
Music by Paul Fairchild and Friends

VSN MEMBERS
FAMILY & FRIENDS EVENT

Saturday August 29 1 - 6 pm
Nature Nooks Retreat
Join the VSN board and staff for a family BBQ & potluck, hiking, kayaking, tubing, swimming and learning
event on the West Fork of the Kickapoo.
This event is for members and their guests, and will
include our Annual Membership Meeting.
New members are welcome to join at the event.
Membership supports the health of our communities!

Get event details at valleystewardshipnetwork.org or contact us at 608-637-3615 or info@kickapoovsn.org

This newsletter is printed on 100% recycled paper.

www.valleystewardshipnetwork.org
608.637.3615
info@kickapoovsn.org
110 S Main Street
Viroqua, WI 54665

